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File preview

A Dog’s Breakfast (2006)

“A dysfunctional man living a secluded life believes that he has

accidentally killed his sister's TV star fiancé.”

“If you've never been good at anything in your life, why would

murder be any different?”



A Feild in England (2013)

This British historical psychological thriller follows deserters of the

mid-17th century English Civil War who find an Alchemist and a

fate worse than death.

73meta



A History of Violence (2005)

“A mild-mannered man becomes a local hero through an act of

violence, which sets off repercussions that will shake his family to

its very core.”

A dark american thriller, slow,

81 meta



The Alien series (1979,86,92,97)

Alien 1979

“After a space merchant vessel perceives an unknown transmission

as distress call, their landing on the source moon finds one of the

crew attacked by a mysterious life-form, and soon realize that its

life cycle has merely begun.”

83 meta

The sequels may not technically be as good but they’re less slow

and more fun to watch, especially the fourth.



A L'Interieur (2007)

“Four months after the death of her husband, a woman on the brink

of motherhood is tormented in her home by a strange woman who

wants her unborn baby.”

Not necessarily good, but a horror like no other



American Psycho (2000)

“A wealthy New York investment banking executive hides his

alternate psychopathic ego from his co-workers and friends as he

delves deeper into his violent, hedonistic fantasies.”

The best thriller of all time



Arthur (2011)

A childish and light hearted film, in which Russell Brand plays a

rich alcoholic playboy.

Not a great film but it is fun

36 meta



A Scanner Darkly (2006)

“An undercover cop in a not-too-distant future becomes involved

with a dangerous new drug and begins to lose his own identity as a

result.”

Not only is this a great film with an all star cast but the paint over

film animation is unique and stunning

73 meta



The Babadook (2014)

“A single mother, plagued by the violent death of her husband,

battles with her son's fear of a monster lurking in the house, but

soon discovers a sinister presence all around her.”

Most likely the best horror film of all time The Babadook dances a

fine line between the supernatural and mental health

86 meta



Bad Taste (1987)

“Four dim-witted men from the New Zealand National Air and

Space Defense League arrive in a small New Zealand fishing town

to investigate a report of landing UFO's and take on a batallionsized army of aliens who have massacred the town's population as

part of their plans to use humans as part of their main ingredient for

their intergalactic fast-food chain.”

One of Peter Jacksons first films this horror perfects gore and guts



The Battery (2012)

“The personalities of two former baseball players clash as they

traverse the rural back roads of a post-plague New England

teeming with the undead.”

A realistic zombie thriller, slow moving and indi you really care if

the characters die



The Beach (2000)

“Twenty-something Richard travels to Thailand and finds himself

in possession of a strange map. Rumours state that it leads to a

solitary beach paradise, a tropical bliss - excited and intrigued, he

sets out to find it.”

Popular and deserves it, give it a watch

36 meta



Birdman (2014)

“Illustrated upon the progress of his latest Broadway play, a former

popular actor's struggle to cope with his current life as a wasted

actor is shown.”

One continuous shot, a great film

88 meta



The Black Hole (1979)

“A research vessel finds a missing ship, commanded by a

mysterious scientist, on the edge of a black hole.”

A dark Disney sci fi with killer robots, the sequel to Event Horizon



Blade Runner (1982)

“In the 21st century, a corporation develops human clones to be

used as slaves in colonies outside the Earth, identified as replicants.

In 2019, a former police officer is fired to hunt down a fugitive

group living undercover in Los Angeles.”

Classic sci fi, would recommend

89 meta



Braindead (1992)

“A young man's mother is bitten by a Sumatran rat-monkey. She

gets sick and dies, at which time she comes back to life, killing and

eating dogs, nurses, friends, and neighbors.”

Comedic zombie movie, one of the better ones

54 meta



Brazil (1985)

“Sam Lowry is a harried technocrat in a futuristic society that is

needlessly convoluted and inefficient. He dreams of a life where he

can fly away from technology and overpowering bureaucracy, and

spend eternity with the woman of his dreams. While trying to

rectify the wrongful arrest of one Harry Buttle, Lowry meets the

woman he is always chasing in his dreams, Jill Layton. Meanwhile,

the bureaucracy has fingered him responsible for a rash of terrorist

bombings, and both Sam and Jill's lives are put in danger.”

Written by a few of the python team, this is an odd film, an

exploration of a bureaucratic dystopia

88 meta

Burn After Reading (2008)

A great dark comedy. Idiots in the wrong place

63 meta



The Cabin in the Woods (2011)

“Five friends go for a break at a remote cabin, where they get more

than they bargained for, discovering the truth behind the cabin in

the woods.”

Its best to go into this film knowing nothing about it. One of the

best horrors of all time

72 meta



Catch Me if You Can (2002)

"The true story of Frank Abagnale Jr. who, before his 19th

birthday, successfully conned millions of dollars' worth of checks

as a Pan Am pilot, doctor, and legal prosecutor.”

Another popular film, watch it anyway

76 meta



Le Chat du Rabbin (2011) The Rabbi’s Cat

“Set in Algeria in the 1920s, a rabbi's cat who learns how to speak

after swallowing the family parrot expresses his desire to convert to

Judaism.”

An odd and fun animation

74 meta



Choke (2008)

“A sex-addicted con-man pays for his mother's hospital bills by

playing on the sympathies of those who rescue him from choking

to death.”

Average film, but good to watch

47 meta



Clerks (1994)

“A day in the lives of two convenience clerks named Dante and

Randal as they annoy customers, discuss movies, and play hockey

on the store roof.”

A cult classic and rightly so, Clerks accurately depicts the

monotony of life while remaining light and well paced

70 meta



Closet Land (1991)

“In an drab police state, a children's book writer is interrogated by a

sadistic secret policeman under suspicion of embedding antigovernment messages in her stories.”



Corpse Bride (2005)

“When a shy groom practices his wedding vows in the inadvertent

presence of a deceased young woman, she rises from the grave

assuming he has married her”

The millennia’s replacement of The Nightmare Before Christmas,

Corpse Bride is also by Tim Burton

83 meta



Dallas Buyers Club (2013)

“In 1985 Dallas, electrician and hustler Ron Woodroof works

around the system to help AIDS patients get the medication they

need after he is diagnosed with the disease.”

84 meta



Dans la Masion (2012) In the House

“A high school French teacher is drawn into a precocious student's

increasingly transgressive story about his relationship with a

friend's family.”

72 meta
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